GATHER™ CASUAL MEETING

Gather efficiently supports both planned meetings and impromptu interactions that naturally happen throughout the day. With comfortable tiered stadium seating and the integration of technology necessary for efficient collaboration, Gather makes coming together both productive and fun.

- **Rise** brings people together in the comfort of tiered soft seating and supports the natural postures people take.
- **View** allows for the sharing of media with a monitor on one side and efficient note-taking with a marker board on the other side.
- **Mobile Sketch** can be moved throughout the room to support collaborative thinking and to capture ideas.
- **Multi-functional Scooch seating** can be easily moved wherever needed.
- **Transfer** provides the perfect worksurface when seated at Scooch or Rise.
- **Linger** paired with Belong side table allows a spot to pause for a moment and relax.

Learn more about Gather
Use your smartphone to scan this EZ code or visit allsteeloffice.com/gather. Go to getscanlife.com to download the app.

**Stratawood:** Natural Maple  
**Paint:** Silver  
**Seating upholstery:** Silvertex™ Meteor, Silvertex Sage